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HAZLE WHITE DIES SUD- - J. K. RIBLETT CONFESSES TO
DENLY AT HOME OF MR. BURNING ROY HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING
AND MRS SCOTT
J. K. Riblett, a carpenter who
Roy was again shocked and had been working on the High
placad in mourning Monday after School. Building previous to the
noon when the sad news was fire and who was arrested, the
phoned to town that Hazle Fern day following the fire and has
White had died sudenly áfc the (since been irt jail at Raton until
T. 0. Scott home north east of 'brough to Roy last Tuesday for
town. Hazle had been ailing for his hearing confessed in the city
several days but had been bed jail Saturday night to Mayor
fast only two days and then not iFloersheim, Fred. Brown, S. E.
l.
ever considered dangerous. She Paxton and Deputy Sheriff
had been suffering with a cold
Riblett sent for Mr. Floer
and heart trouble but it only sheim and told him he had some
seemed of a minor trouble.' Mon- tiling to tell him and asked him
day about noon she became sud- to get witnesses and a typedenly worse and after: three writer was secured and he was
hours suffering, passed sudden- alowed to make his own stateShe had ment without being questioned
ly away at 3 o'clock.
frj.i'. having heart trouble and it After making his statement he
was thought that thd sudden signed same and it was sworn
t'er.í.h of Lloyd ftcott. which oc- to by a notary public.
In the confession Riblett claim
curred Friday afternoon probably aggravated her condition and ed that he was hired by Mr. J.
liév death was probably;, caused W. Thompson to set tha building
on fire and was to be paid $1,000
from heart trouble.
OBITUARY
for the work. His reason being
lhzel Fern White was born for the destruction of the buildSeptembr 18th, 1904 at Van Me- ing was that it could not be
ter, Iowa and died near Roy completed only at a big loss to
New Mexico Monday, January the company, and if gutted by
23rd., age 18 years, 4 months fire could be rebuilt with the inand 5 days. She united with surance at a profit.
Mr. Thompson was arrested
the Christian Church on December 3rd., 1919 under the teach- Monday and a temporary hearing
given him, but he denied absoings of Rev. Hearn.
When but a small child she lutely any knowledge of the bum
re moved with her parents to ing of the building and stated
western Oklahoma and in 1911 that Riblett was trying to get
the family moved to a homestead him into trouble to save himself,
about 12 miles north of Roy. In and by putting the blame on anOctober 1917 her mother was cal other person that he might himled to the Great Beyond and left self escape punishment. Mr.
0
her father with several small Thompson was placed under
bond for appearance Monday
children. For several years Hazel
and her sisters kept the family January 30, 1922 before Judge
together at the ranch and later Foster when the preliminary
Mr. White moved to Roy with hearing will be held. Riblett was
the children. In 1919 Mr. White spirited away to Raton, where he
moved to Texas an.d Hazle stay- is held in the Colfax County
For Jail. Thompson immediately gave
ed with friends at Roy.
.
i .....
several months she was tele- uuimuj luiu
was lumeu iuuoc.
phone operator at the Roy exIt was our intention to print
change and later made her home the full confession, but for cerwitji the.TLQ. ,S.gptt family. tain reasons we are unable to do
Hazíe graduated from the 8th., so, but will' probably be able to
grade two years ago and was a print it next w7eek.
Continued on Page 3.)
student of the Roy High School
at the time of her death. In re- floral offering
spect to her memory the whole
Roy Schools was dismissed Tuec of schools, churches and lodge?
day and during the funeral Wed- shoyed the high tribute in which
the deceased was held.
nesday.
The body was laid to rest in
Hazle was a bright young 3ad
one that had many friends am the Roy Cemetery in the family
she possessed that kind indiffer- lot beside that of her iv.ct.hnr as.;
ent way that made one feel she ne?r her grandfather.
The Spanish American evlond
was a reat friend. Her death
was a severe shock to her many sympathy to the herede; ,',. .'.v
school mates and she will be sad- sisters and brothers in the hcaix
ly missed by her teachers and of their sorrow.
CARD OF THANKS
fellow pupils.
We wish to thank our many
She leaves to mourn her early
death. a father, F. 0. White, of friends who were so kind to us
Panhandle, Texas; five sistert. and dear Hazel during her sickMableand Bessie of near Roy, ness and death.' We want to esGoldie and Opal of Texas and pecially thank, Mr. and Mrs. T.
Mrs. II. C. Van Horn of this place O. Scott and their good family
Two brothers, Everett of near for their kindness and help, also
the Public Schools, the Christian
Mills and Emmett' of Texas.
The funeral took, place from Church and the Union Sunday
the Christian Church Wednes- Schools and the Rebekkah Lodge
day afternoon and was attended for their beautiful floral offer-inyby a large concourse of sorrowF. O. White and children.
ing relatives and friends.
i
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"Stronger ihait the latiiShoe s

We have several hundred pairs of these shoes on sale at
below cost price. A size and style to suit every man, woman'
and child in this country.
Come in and look them over. Also a line of Martha
Washington Shoes.
..

ROY TRADING COMPANY
3

!1

Jul

A Profitable Place to Trade.

JlLJL XI
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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
Koy. Harding county
Tiie
iew Mexico. rfi-!v-u.
.,iiuv
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ANOTHER YOUTH CALLED
Lloyd Scott dies From Injuries
Received When Horse , Falls
With Him.
.

Roy and vicinity was again
plunged' into sadness last Friday
'
af ternqxra whdn the sad news
reached Roy that Lloyd Scott
had passed, away at --his home
nortfíéast of Roy,' at. 1 o'clock
having íiever regained
the injury he received when a horse "iie was riding
became entangled in a wire gate
and fell with him, causing concussion of the brain.
As near as wo can get the
facts, Lloyd and Jimmie CnJ
left the Scott home horseback
intending to come to Roy ; A
horse belonging to Henry Fan
' throwing
had run thru
the wire across the road. Mr.
Leatherman had ridden into the
field to drive the animal out and
in the meantime the boys came
riding down the' road watchmg
Mr Leatherman and not noticing
that the gate was down, and as
the horses rode into the gate,
both horses became entanglec
Lloyc
md fell to the ground.
was knocked uncouncious and
probably internally bruised. Mr.
Craig soon regained conciousness
and carried Lloyd to one side and
summoned Mr. Wilier who was
building a fence near by. Mr.
Leatherman came up soon and
the doctor was called and Lloyd
was taken home and altho the
Doctor worked hard to get him
back to conciousness,, it was all
in vain and after 72 hours of unconciousness he passed away.
--

conciousness-from

.

J. II. RIBLETT BOUND OVER STATE FAILS TO MAKE CASE SUIT FILED TO TEST RIGHT
TO GRAND JURY
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TO ISSUE COURT
The muck talk of Garzina
At the preliminary hearing in booze
HOUSE AND JAIL
robbeiy
came,
case
up f or
Justice Brown's Court last Thurs
BONDS
preliminary
hearing
before
Hon.
day afternoon. J. H. Riblett was
A. H. McGlothlin. Justice of the
placed under $1,000 bond for ap
There was filed with the Dis
pearance betore the Grand Jury Peace for Precinct No. 1 at Mos-- .
Court, Eighth Judicial Dis-- !
quero,
on
20th.,
the
instant.
trict
He was unable to give bond and
Mosquero, N. M. Monday
at
trict
The
testimony
of the comnlain
was taken to the Raton Jail for ,ing
January
23rd.. 1922 the comwitness
and
others
of
his
fam
safekeeping. Mr. Riblett was
z,
cas of Manuel
plaint
in
ily
the
was
such
that
the
state
after
Unable to give satisfactory anRayE.
Gallegos,
vs.
F.
finished
introducing
testimony
swers to many questions asked
A (riulln
Ó.
nnrl .T
II
by State Attorney Strip gí ello w the- defendants' Attorney, Mr.
O. Akron, asked the court that Crane, Members of the Board of
and also became entancled in
County Commissioners of Hardhis own answers. Before leav inasmuch as Henry Garzina had
County, State of New Mexico
ing
entirely
to
failed
connect
Webb
ing for Raton he made a confescounty commissioners.
such
as
Kidd,
Luther Corneal, Tom Turn
sion stating he set fire and full
er
and
D.
J.
Loweryxwith
the
report of same appears elserobbery, he would move for dis- ty of Sec. 18 of Chapter 48,
where in the paper this week.
missal of the case against those Laws of the State of New Mexiboys; the Assistant District At co of the y ear. 1921, whereby the
S.N
Frank
Diamond of the
torney
concurring, the Judge dis Board of County Commissioners
Corporation
y;is in Roy
missed
the case against them. 'are granted the right to issue
Thursday trying to sell the S. A .
Court Horse and Jail
Oscar Kidd, Harry Stafford,
a- larger Intertj pe machine.
If and George
', Building Bonds,,without fúrst
trial.'
Ray
went to
our business continues as gcou
same to'the qualified
'submitting
hearing
after
evidence
the
which
the coming year as it has the
of the County cf Hardpast we will probably change to was lacking.in a good many re- electors
ing.
spects,
Judge
the
dismissed
the
a three magazine machine this
It is contended that the bonds
case. Not one acinttilla of evifail.
be illegal for the reason that
will
dence against defendants Webb
is no provision either unthere
CorKidd,
Lowery
Turner,
and
Bargains; Bargains; see them
Constitution or the laws
der
the
at the Roy Trading Company's neal and practically the same
of New Mexico regof
State
the
Ostrend of testimony against
biy sale which starts next
of the issumanner
car Kidd, Harry Staford and ulating the
and
bonds
that said
such
of
ance
George Ray, whom proved an ab
issued
be
as recannot'
bonds
solute
alibi,
the Court found that
can, our deepest heartfelt thank's
48
Chpter
18,
Section
by
quired
ror tne kindness and help shown the State had failed to make its Laws of 1921, "in the manner as
us during the sickness death and case against the defendants.
On the night of the 19th.. day provided by the Constitution and
burial of our darlimr son and bro.
laws of the State of New Mexico.
We want to especially thank Rev of November, 1921, Henry GarAlso that this section is invalzina was robbed of his private
tooice ior nis kind and consol- stock of liquors, amounting to id and void because the subject
ing words, the Union Sundav
nearly $20,000 and altho Federal is not a part of the title of the
School the Christian Church and
well as County officers were Act as required by Section 16,
the I. O. O. F. Lodge for the beau as
the lookout for the robbers, Article 4,. Constitution of New
tiful floral offerings. Your kind on
liquors have ever Mexico.
ness will never be forgotten f&i no trace of the
been
found
of, and the
or
heard
everyone was so good to us and
F. O. White of Panhandle,
of
dismissal
above
the
suits will
will help much th assaugethe aw
arrived in Roy Wednesday
Texas
naturally cause an entire new
ful grief that is ours to bear.
to attend the funeral of his dauMr. and Mrs. T. O.. Scott, ant phrase of the matter to be thresh ghter. Hazle Fern who passed
children.
ed out.
Monday. Mar-'tme-

Tínvn-iiiníí-
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OPITUARY
Lloyd Jefferson Scott, the 3rd.
eldest child of Mr. and Mrs. T.
0. Scott was born near Fortuna
Mo March 1, 1904. In 1908 he im
migrated with his parents to
New Mexico and has since lived
on the family homestead about
miles northeast of Roy. At the
time of his death he was 17 yrs.
10 months, and 20 days old.
On A gust 30th., 1915 he made
Confession in the Christian
Church in Roy under the pastorate of Rev. O. W. Hearn and has
since lived a tine christian life
always ready to meet his Maker.
In j 9 IS he graduated from the
eighth grade of the Roy Public
Schools under .the teaching of
.Vlrs. J. E. Russel and has later
jeen doing high school work.
Lloyd was a good boy; we all
iiked to have him with us, and
he was one of those young men
that always had, a smile on his
face and a kind word for everyone. He scarcely ever missed
a Sunday but that he was at the
Union Sunday School for the
past many years and was a regular attendant at chhrch services.
Everybody was Lloyd's frier,
and Lloyd was a friend to everyone.
His friends were number
id only by his acquaintances.
He leaves to mourn his early
death a sorrowing father and
mother, one brother. Ein-erand
two sifters, JcX'phine and Mrs.
Veraa Kenoyer ; two nieces, little
Boulah and Hazel Kenoyer,
Grandfather W. A. Chambers
and his Grandmother Scott in
Missouri, also a .large host of
other relatives and friends.
Th funeral was held Sunday
morning at 11 o'clock at the
Christian Church in Roy, Rev.
Cooke delivered the funeral sermon; the large church was
crowded to its utmost standing
room by friends who had come
to pay the last respects to one of
the most promising youths' of the
community and had been called
away in the very- prime of life.
Rev. Cooke in his talk gave a
history of the short life of Lloyd
and impressed upon his hearers
that death was only a temporary
parting and iifjust a little while
;
to meet again.
After the funeral services, the
body was' followed to the Roy
Cemetery by a large concourse
of sorrowing
relatives and
friends and the body was laid
away in the family plot to await
the Resurrection Morn.
The Spanish American extends
the deepest of sympathy to the
bereaved parents, brother and
sisters in these dark hours.
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CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend to our many
and relatives, thru the
j friends
jcolunm'S' 'of
Spanish Ameri- -

Ladies Voile and Organdie Waist 3
Vi lues to $3.50. Your choice

59 cents
Ladies muslin drawers 20c per pair
Infants Stork Pants, 10c per pair
Hoys

wmter hals, 39 cents

JUST AI1RIVED
Our first shipment of ladies spring hats
It will be a pleasure to show them to you.

COLUMBIA 10 inch double-disare now 75 c

c

records

Floersheim Mercantile
"

Company

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

council Mr. Shaw's announcement had
been foreseen and deliberated upon.
Miss Browne, who carried an Invisible rostrum with her wherever she
went, now tiertly mounted It
"My friends," she began,
"those
dwelling on a plane where the Mate
rial is all may fall to grasp the
thought which I shall put before you
tills evening. My friends, this expedition was, so to speak, called from
the Void by Thought. Thought it was

MOTHERS AND
DAUGHTERS

.

Read This Letter from Mrs.
W. S. Hughes

jc.

Víll.tu

A

UUUUr VUV

WOO

impression that my eldest daughter had
ITTiTíTíTiiiisiiiiiiiiit I some internal trouble
as ever since the first
time her sicknessap-peare- d
she had to go
to bed and even had
to quit school cnce
for a week. i always
's
take Lydia E.

U

Pink-ham-

Vegetable

,1

Compound myself so
I gave it to her and
she has received
great benefit from
You can use this let
ter for ft testimonial if you wish, as I
cannot say too much about what your
medicine has done for me and for my
Mrs. Wm. S. Hughes,
daughter."
Greenville, Delaware.
Mothers and oftentimes grandmothers
have taken end have learned the value
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. So they recommend the mediyiif--i-

c"'

-

m

it

cine to others.
The best test of any medicine is what
it has done for others. For nearly fifty
years we have published letters from
mothers, daughters, and women, young
end old. recommending the Vegetable
Compound. They know what it did for
them and are glad to tell others. In
your own neighborhood are women who
know of its great value.
Mothers daughters, why not try it I

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything

worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

GOLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; It is an enemy of all pains re-

sulting from kidney, liver and uric
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.

add

Look for the nam Gold Medal on every bos
and accept no imitation

SAFE AND SANE

for Coughs & Colds
'This syrup
Quick

is,

itlitf.

th.

difftrtnt from all
opiata. He vttvwhfr

No

Saves Money for

Ford Owners
ADVANCE

IFfyf
LIÍAXE LINING
FOR. FOIUDS

the chitter, the rattle and duke dot

Not onlr

Outlaata 3 Sets of Ordinary Linings
FREE BOOKLET

telk why.

"The Story of

ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE

Cock

Imeit"

Write tor it.
ACCESSORIES

CORP.

1723 Prairie Avenue, Chicaco

Skin Troubles
Soothed

With Cuticura
Sots 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, TaIcoa2Sc.

This Is the glad season of the year
when the plumber gets square with
the Iceman.

DON'T FEAR ASPIRIN
IF IT IS GENUINE
Look for Name "Bayer" on Tablets,
Then You Need Never
Worry.
To get genuine "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin" you must look for the safety
"Bayer Cross" on each package and on
each tablet.
The "Bayer Cross" means true, world-famoAspirin, prescribed by physiyears, and
cians for over twenty-on- e
proved safe by millions for Colds, Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia,
Lumbago, Neuritis, and for Pain In
general. Proper and safe directions
are In each unbroken "Bayer" package.

Advertisement
Women who cheapen themselves
soon learn that men do not care for
bargains.

Have You a
Cold or Cough?
Read What This Woman Says i
Blair, Nebr. "In my younger years
I had very weak lungs and as I grew
older seemed to become susceptible to
weather conditions to such an extent
; that I always seemed to have a cough or
' a cold.
I took Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery as a tonic and builder
' and found it to be so helpful to me that I
' used no other medicine or doctoring for
a period of about seven years. I did
not take it continuously but just when
seemed to require a
i ever my system
years ago
tonic That was twenty-fiv- e
and my luags are in good condition
Mrs. L. H. Lothrop, 211 East
i today
Lincoln St
n
you can quickly pick
When
Í op and regain vim, vigor, vitality by
obtaining this Medical Discovery of
Dr. Pierce's at your nearest drug stors
in tablets or liquid. .
,

;

,

;
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THE BOBBS - MERR.1L.l

COPYRIGHT
(CHAPTER

IX
12

Continued.)
.

"December 28. Of course the cave
under the point Is the logical place. I
have been unable to find any stone
marked B. H. on the ground above It,
but I fear that a search after 'Bill's
tombstone would be hopeless. Under
circumstances such as those of the
mate's story, It seems to me that all
the probabilities point to their concealing the chest In the cave with
an opening on the bay. To get the
boat, ' laden with the heavy
chest,
through the surf to any of the other
caves if the various cracks and fissures I have seen are indeed properly
to be called caves would be stiff
work for three men. Yes, everything
indicates the cavern under the point.
The only question Is, Isn't It indicated
too clearly?
old
Would a smooth
scoundrel such as this Captain Sampson must have been have hidden his
treasure In the very place certain to
be ransacked if the secret ever got
out?
Unless It was deeply burled,
which it could have been only at certain stages of the tide, even old Helntz
would have been apt to run across It
In the course of his desultory
re-

searches for the riches of the buccaneers. And I am certain placid old
Heintz did not mislead me. Besides,
at ' Panama, he was making arrangements to go with some other Germans
on a small business venture to Samoa,
which he would not have been likely
to do If he had Just unearthed a vast
fortune in burled treasure. Still, I
shall explore the cave thoroughly,
though with little hope.
"Oh, Helen, if I could watch these
tropic stars with you tonight!
'"January 6. I think I am through
with the cave under the point the
Cavern of the Two Arches, I have
named It. I peered Into every crevice
in the walls, and sounded the sands
with a drill. I suppose I would have

itlf

made a more thorough Job of
I
had not been convinced from the first
that the chest was not there. Shall
I ever forget the feeling that stirred
me when first I turned the pages of
my grandfather's diary and saw there,
in his faded writing, the story of the
mate of the Bonny Lass, who died in
Havana In my grandfather's arms?
My grandfather had gone as supercargo In his own ship, and while he did
a good stroke of business In Havana
trust his shrewd Yankee instincts for
that he managed to' combine the
service of God with that of Mammon.
Many a poor drunken sailor, taking
his fling ashore in the bright, treachcity, found in
erous plague-riddehim a friend, as did the mate of the
Bonny Lass In his dying hour. Oh,
If my good grandfather had but made
sure from the man's own lips exactly where the treasure lay! It Is
enough to make one fancy that the
unknown Bill, who paid for too much
knowledge with his life, has his own
fashion of guarding the hoard. But
I ramble. I was going to say, that
from the moment when I learned from
my grandfather's diary of the existence of the treasure, I have been driven by an impulse more overmastering than anything I have ever experi
enced in my life. It was, I believe,
pious folk would
what
call, a leading. All my life I had been
Irresolute, the sport of circumstances,
triflng with this and that, unable to
set my face steadfastly toward any
goal. Yet never, since I have trodden
this path, have I looked to right or
left. I have defied both human opinion and the obstacles which an unfriendly fate has thrown In my way.
AH alone, I, a sailor hitherto of pleasureamong the bays and islands
-craft
of the New England coast, put forth
in my little sloop for a voyage of
three hundred miles on the loneliest
wastes of the Pacific. All alone, did
I say? No, there was Benjy the faithful. His head Is at my knee as I
write. He knows, I think, that his
master's mood Is sod tonight. Oh,
Helen, If you ever see these lines will
you realize how I have longed for you
how It sometimes seems thnt my soul
must tear Itself loose from my body
and speed to you across half a world?
"February 1. Since my last record
my time has been well filled. In the
Island Queen I have been surveying
the coasts of my domain, sailing as
close in as I dared, and taking note
of every crevice that might be the
mouth of a cave. Then, either in the
rowboat or by scrambling down the
cliffs, I visit the Indicated point. It Is
bitterly hard labor, but It has Its compensations.
I am growing hale and
strong, brown and muscular.
"So far I have discovered half a
dozen caves, most of them quite small.
Any one of them seemed such a likely
place that at first I was quite hopeful.
But I have found nothing. Usually
the floor of the cave beneath a few
Inches of sand Is rock. Only in the
great cave under the point have I
found aand to any depth. I go always
n

COMPANY

as realized in steamships and other
ephemeral forms, which bore us over
rolling seas. How, then, can It be otherwise than that Thought should innuence
our fortunes that success
should be unable to materialize before
a persistent attitude of Negation? My
friends, you will perceive that there
Is no break in this sequence of ideas ;
all Is remorseless logic.
'""In order to withdraw myself from
this atmosphere of Negation, for these
several days past I hare sought se
clusion. There In silence I have asserted the power of Positive over
Negative Thought, gazing meanwhile
Into the profound depths of the All.
My friends, an answer has been
vouchsafed us; I have had a vision
of that for which we seek. Now at
last, In a spirit of glad confidence,. we
may advance. For, my friends, the
chest is burled in sand."
With this triumphant announceHigglesby-Brownment
Miss
sat
down. A heavy silence succeeded. It
was broken by a murmur from Mr.

on the principle that Captain Sampson
and his two assistants had not time
for any elaborate work of concealment
Most likely they laid the chest In some
natural niche. Sailors, are unskilled
In the use of such Implements
spades, and besides, the very heart of
the undertaking was haste and se
crecy.
They must have worked at
night and between two tides, for few
of the caves can be reached except at
the ebb. And I take it as certain that
the cave must have opened directly
on the sea. For three men to transport (th a weight and bulk by land
Tubbs.
would be sheer Impossibility.
"Wonderful that's what I call
"February io.
Today a strange,
I
unng
oappenea so , strange,
so wonderful Talk about the eloquence
wonderful
and
glorious that it of the ancients I believe, by gum,
ought to be recorded In luminous Ink. this Is on a par with congressional
And I owe It all to Benjy I Little dog, oratory !"
"A vision, Miss Brown," said Mr.
you shall go in a golden collar and
s
eat
every day I This Shaw gravely, "must be an Interesting thing. I have never seen one mymorning "
Across my absorption in the diary self, having no talents that way, but
cut the unwelcome clangor of Cookie's In the little Scotch town of Dumbie-dykgong. Right on the breathless edge of
where I was born there was an
discovery I was summoned with my old lady with a remarkable gift of
thrilling secret In my breast, to Join seeond sight. Simple folk, not being
my unsuspecting companions.
I hid acquainted with the proper terms to
the book carefully In my cot. Not fit the case, called her the Wise
until the light of tomorrow morning Woman. Well, one day my aunt had
could I return to its perusal. How
been to the neighboring town of
was to survive the interval I did not
five miles off, and on the way
know. But on one point my mind was back to Dumbiedykes she lost her
made up no one should dream of the. purse. It had three sovereigns in it
existence of the diary until I knew all a great sum to my aunt In her
that it had to Impart.
trouble of mind she hurried to the
Wise Woman a thing to make her
CHAPTER X.
pious father turn la his grave. The
Wise Woman gazed lato the All, I
Miss Browne Has a Vision.
suppose, and told my aunt not to fret
Perhaps because of the secret ex herself, for she had had a vision of
citement under which I was laborine.
the purse and It lay somewhere on
I seemed that evening unusually aware the road between Mlcklestane and
of the emotional fluctuations of those Dumbiedykes.
about me.
Violet looked grimmer
"Now, Miss Browne, I'll take the
than ever, so that I Judeed her struz. liberty
of drawing a moral from this
gles with her mundane consciousness
story to fit the present Instance;
to have been exceptionally c severe.
MlckleCaptain Magnus seemed even beyond where on the road between
Dumbiedykes is the chest?"
stane
and
his woift restless,
and
wandering-eyed- ,
and performed ex
I ow
traordlnary feats of sword-swa- l
ing. Mr. Shaw was very silent, and
nis rorenead knitted now and then
into a reflective frown. As for myself,
I had much ado to hide my abstrac
tion, and turned cold from head to foot
with alarm when I heard my own
voice addressing Crusoe as Benlv.
A "faint ripple of surprise passed
round the table.
your dog over again,
"Name
Miss Jinny?" Inquired Mr. Tubbs. Mr,
Tubbs had adopted a facetiously ra
ternal manner toward me. I knew in
anticipation of the moment when he
would Invite me to call him Uncle

This new

-
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e

lamb-chop-

es

sugar-coate- d

gum delights

young and old
53f Y aK.
It "melts in your
mouth" and the gum in the
center remains to aid digestion
brighten teeth and soothe mouth
and throat.
There are the other WRIGLEY
friends to choose from,

Mlck-lestan- e,

.

loose-Jointe-

d

Ham.
"I say, you know,"
expostulated
Cuthbert Vane, "I thought Crusoe rather a nice name. Never heard of any
chap named Benjy that lived on an
island."
I tried to rally from my confusion,
but I knew my cheeks were burning.
Looks of deepening surorise greeted
the scarlet emblems of discomfiture
that I hung out.
"By heck, bet there's a feller at
home named Benjy!" cackled Mr.
Tubbs shrilly, and for once I blessed
him.
Aunt Jane turned upon him her
round innocent eyes.
"Oh, no, Mr. Tubbs," she assured
him, "I don't think a single one of
them was named Benjy !"
The laughter which followed this
gave me time to get myself in hand
again.
"Crusoe It Is and will be," I asserted. "It happens tliat a girl 1 know at
home has a dog named Benjy." Which
happened fortunately to be true, for
otherwise I should have been obliged
to Invent it. But the girl is a cat,
and the dog a miserable little highbred something, all shivers and no
hair. I should never have thought of
him In the same breath with Crusoe.
That" evening Mr. Shaw addressed
the gathering at the camp-firwhich
we made small and' bright, and then
sat well away from because of the
heat and In a few words gave It as
his opinion that any further search In
the cave under the point was useless.
(If he had known the strange confirmatory echo which this awoke In my
mind!)
He proposed that the shore
of the island to a reasonable distance
on either side of the bay entrance
should be surveyed, with a view to
discover whether some other cave did
not exist which would answer the description given by the dying Hopper-dow-n
as well as that first explored.
Mr. Shaw's words were addressed to
the ladles, the organizer and financier,
respectively.' of the expedition, to the
very deliberate exclusion of Mr. Tubbs..
But ne mi gnt as wen nave made up his
mind to recognize the triumvirate. Ensat Aunt
throned on a camn-chaJane, like a little goddess of the Dollar Sign, and on one hand Mr. Tubbs
smiled blandly, and on the other Vi
olet gloomed. Ton saw that In sacred
e
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TRIFLE! HE HAD SOMETHING COMING

Surely Any Man Who Has Seen Serv
ice Will Agree That Corporal
Was Unreasonable.

Got Drawing He Wanted, but Retribution Was Stalking
Behind Him.

A couple of recruits of the latest
vintage were discussing the pros and
cons of service life at Paris Island.
"It ain't so bad," confided one. "Most
of It Is all right, but it's that blasted
relief from guard duty that gets me."
"Relief from guard duty!" ejacu
lated the other. "Man, you're cuckoo!
There's nothing to being relieved from
guard duty. It's being on guard duty
that's tough."
"No," maintained the first, "It's the
relief. Why, the other day they put
me on guard duty for two hours, and
It wasn't bad at all Just standing
around and watching the rest of 'em
drilling and knowing that I didn't
have to do It myself, but when the
time for relief came the corporal came
up and gave me the devil."

R. S. Gráble, a St. Louis newspaper ,
man, celebrated his fiftieth birthday In
a unique way. He gave a birthday
party and Invited 75 children.
Cobb Shinn vjis In St. Louis at the
time, and was asked to help entertain
the youngsters by drawing pictures on
the large paper hats which were given
to each child. He would draw whatever the children asked for, and the
subjects were many and various.

A reformer who. devotes his efforts
entirely to sanitation Is worth while.

No Friend of Humanity. ,
He who employs excellent faculties
and good wit to humor and please men
In their vices, Is the greatest enemy
of mankind.

it

comes to getting his dues,
his satanlc majesty never gets left.

From

Though startled at the audacity of
Mr. Shaw, I was unprepared for the
spasm of absolute fury that convulsed
Miss Browne's countenance.
"Mr. Shaw," she thundered, "If you
Intend to draw a parallel between me
and an Ignorant Scotch peasant I"
"Not at all," said Mr. Shaw calmly,
"forebye the Wise Woman was a
most respectable person and had a
grandson in the kirk. The point is,
can you indicate with any degree of
exactness the whereabouts of the
chest? For there Is a good denl of
sand on the shores of this Island."
"Oh, but Mr. Shaw!" Interposed
Aunt Jane tremulously.
"In the
sand why, I am sure that Is such a
helpful thought ! It shows quite plain
ly that the chest Is not buried In In
a rock, you know." She gave the ef
fect of a person trying to deflect a
fan.
thunderstorm with a palm-lea- f
dynamite blow the- lid
."Dynamite
off the island!" mumbled Captain
Magnus.
"If anyone has a definite plan to
propose," said Mr. Shaw, "I am very
ready to consider It. I have under
stood, myself, from the first to be act
ing under the directions of the ladles
who planned this expedition. Considering Its Importance to myself, nó one
doing
can well suppose that I am
all In my power to bring the chest to
light. Tomorrow, if the sea is favorable, it is my intention to set out in
the boat to determine the character of
such other caves as exist on the
island. I'll want you with me, lad,
and you too, Magnus."
.

-
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(TO BE CONTINUED.!

handed up his

Finally a

hat and said:

"I want a pig."
.The drawing was started, when a
brother about a year older, spoke up:
"Aw, he don't want a picture of a
pig" and the argument was on.
When the drawing was finished, the
stuck out his chest and
boasted:
"What for?"
"See, I got what I wanted!"
"Nothing nothing at all.
I Just
"Yes, but Just wait until I get you
couldn't remember where I left my
home and see If I don't ruin you," re
rifle." The Leatherneck.
piled the brother.

When

"This Expedition Was Called
the Void by Thought"

.

You wouldn't put on hobbles

toruna foot race
Then why load up on handicaps for
the day's work?
A good deal of food, unwisely chosen,
does weigh the body down and clog the
digestion, and dull the brain.
-

Why put on the hobbles?

Grape-Nu- ts
is a breakfast or lunch- -.
time dish for those who want food efficiency, and mind and body efficiency.

,

Grape-Nu- ts
satisfies and nourishes.
delights
It
the taste. It is ready to serve
whenever you are ready to eat And it
digests easily, quickly and completely
leaving no handicap of heaviness and
drowsiness.
Grape-Nu- ts

and action.

is the food for health
,
-

r

"There's

á Reason"

Made by Postnm Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

Sold by good grocers everywhere I
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Roy. Hardin? County, New Mexico. Satn relay, January. 28, 1922.

The big reduction sále of the
Roy Trading Company will comOnly
mence at 8 o'cock Saturday morn
ing and continue until all the
goods placed, on sale 'are sold.
Most successful business men owe their-- success to the The company will offer a number
.Savings Account Habit. v
of tremendous bargains at this
sale and it will pay the buying
public to travel many, many
CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
miles to attend this great sale.
The goods offered are 11 fresh
Deposit a dollar or two each wek and see how rapidly it
new goods, no old rubbish in this
will grow.
sale. Be sure and read their large ad on the back page of the S.
We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
A. this week or see the numerous
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
hand bills they are distributing
over the mesa. Make your p! ns
to buy your winter and spring
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
necessities at this sale as it will
mean a big savings to you. Remember the sale starts Saturday
morning. Be sure and attend.

The

COUNTY SEAT

Road To Success

:

BANKOF ROY
Capital and
Surplus

Miss Maud Kern clerk in the
Fairview Pharmacy is taking" her
vacation this week. Miss Maud
tells us that she will spend a few
days with relatives in Raton, and
then come back to good old Roy.

$33,000.00

Mr. M. V. McConathy, better
known as smilling Mack, tells us
that he was a visitor in the Coun
ty seat this week and he repots
that Roy was a lively place, com-

Cappers'
Program for the fiftn Sunday . Cappers Weekly,
Convention to be held at Roy, Farmer and Household. All 3 for
?1.00 a year. In clubs with your
Jan. 29, 1922.
favorite magazine at special rate
Inovation:
Lowest club rates on all leading
Song Congregation.
Sunday School
address Rev. magazines. See or write me for

pared with the county seat, wo
think it is the attractions in Roy
that hold so much interest foi

cilia log.
Nance.
R. S. Wood,
Roy, N.
Song Congregation.
Mack.
Noon:
Have you a good farm foi
Song Congregation.
Architect Berry and W S. Hay
Program Mills Sunday School.. trade for irrigated land in Colfax man of Amarillo, Texas were
Program Mosquero
Sunday County.
in Roy several days las week.
'
If so write me what vou have.
School.
J. 13. Procter, Mills, N. M.
Program Solano Sunday School.
Tanlac is a powerful, recon
Program Roy Sunday School.
systemic and stomstructive,
FOR SALE One Ford speedster achic tonic.
Round Table. .
It tons up the sysPlans for the coming year Pres will sell for cash, or trade for tem, restores lost appetite anc
ident.
cattle. Call or write James S. makes you feel strong, sturdj
Christman, Roy, N. M.
and well as nature intended.
28-N P
RIBLETT CONFESSES
Fairview Pharmacy.
(Continued from first page.)
SALE-T- he
new house near
Riblett says he set the build- FOR
S- GIVES BANQUET
depot.
One
the
room,
with nice O. E.
before
ing a fire three times
the
gasoline with which he saturat- porch; Will sell furnished or un
The incoming officers of the 0
ed it was ignited. He claims he furnished, also have 6 or 8 head
good
S. gave a banquet to the outof
E.
milk
stock.
accomplices
in
no
direct
the
had
Gray
going
See
depot.
at
officers at the Masonic
work, of the burning of the
Thursday evening. A
Hall
last
building and that no one but him
NOTICE
number of guests were presen!
:
self and Mr. Thompson knew of
besids the Lodge members. The
the contract which was made on
Chev- tables were tactfully decorated
have
on
hand
New
I
one
day
of December.
the 8th
Mr. Thompson came to Roy rolet Touring Car 1921 which has with beautiful cut flowers and
turned a wheel. Will sell the table for. the out going offifrom Clovis and bears an ex- never
$500-0for
cers was especially decorated for
hard
and
reputation
cellent
it is
;
.
F. S. Brown Motor Co. the occasion,
to believe that he would ',, resort
F. S. Brown was toastmaster
to such an undertaking; but in as
If you are run downdiscour- for the eveningnd a numberof
much as the hearing as not been
held the S. A. will refrain from aged and out of heart, get a bot- witty toasts were given both the
and incoming officers
further comments on the matter tle of Tanlac' and see how differ- 'outgoing
until after the hearing Monday ent it makes you feel. Fairview The evening was one which will
be long remembered by those
when we expect to publish all Pharmacy.
present
and all left for their va'
out.
brought
facts
The hearing will be Monday
Walter Bergatrom, travelling rious homes at a lat hour hoping
afternoon and will be conducted agent for the El Paso Herald to be able to atténd many more
by Assisant District Attorney has been in Roy, Mills and Mos- such banquets.
quero this week securing a nice
Stringfellow of Raton.
One thing at least is cleared list of yearly readers for this im
Mr. Harris, President of the
and that is that Riblett burned portant paper. We understand Bank of Roy. and 'George Hunthe building and it will relieve a that the week paper of probably ker, Director , foth of Las Vegaf
considerable amount of anxiety the 4th., of February will con- have been in Roy on business
on the part of the people of Roy tain a nice write up of these this week. Both gentlemen exto know that they have at least towns and probably the whole of press themselves as pleased with
one of the guilty parties in jail. Harding County.
the condition of the Bank.

It
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Time makes changes, but makes them slowly ;
and since time began for the human race there
has been but little change in the desire of the
female of the specie to be more beautiful than
the male.

This desire gave rise to the use of

creams.and lotions, which
;y the modern arts of manufacture have reached a wonderful degree of perfection. The ladies will find a fine assortment of these aids to

cosmetics, powers,

íjípbeauty

"j at

NEWS
Mrs. A. G. Trujillo, has been
quite sick with pneumonia but
under the care of Dr. Daniels is
slowly recovering.
Mr. W. P. Mealey, Jr. who recently returned from Govern-neengineering work in Nebras
ka is now busily engaged on
map drafting work for the Mosquero Company
Mr. J. N. Kennady who recently returned from his vacation in
Arizona was checked in as agent
at the depot and Mr. Sheldon
who has been filling the position
temporarily will leave for his
home in the southern part of
the State.The teamsters have commenced hauling rock to the residence
lot owned by Mr. A. A. Wynne
on Cedar Street. We are inform
ed that as soon as a sufficient
of rock has been hauled
that worn will commence on a fif
teen room building.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry. Stone
have been visiting the J. C.
Lloyd family in Mosquero during the past few days. Mr. Stone
is an old timer in this part oí
the stajte and a prominent stock
man and ranchman from the can
yons southwest of Roy.
The Kangaroo Iwmival giver
at the school house at Mosquero
last Saturday niglft as well attended and nettod the neat little
sum of sixty dolars which will br
used in starting a school library.
The school house has ben cut nr.
into booths in which was install
ed fortune tellers, Spidora, the
wonderful spider girl, sights foi
men and boys only, and a hos!
of other entertainments usually
found in an
carnival
Another room had been tactfulh
decorated in Japanese style ir.
which young girls dressed as Jap
anese served delicious tea, cake
and coffee. It was quite a suc
cess.
An election has been callee
for the
of bonds foi
the building of the new schoo"
house at Mosquero. On account
of the change of county liner
that occurred soon after the order for the last election had
been published, it was decidec
best to hold a new ejection and
vote bonds for the purpose oí
building a large consolidated
district and high school. It is
hoped that things will be rushed
through and that preliminary
work will be begun on the buildnt

ing in the near future, as soon

as spring wather sts in and that
the next term of school will be
properly housed in their new

quarters.
The next, number of the

w

E. F.'. HENRY
OJTRJi C TO II
Cc recti, Stucco rnd Piaster
C

ROY, NEW MEXICO

1

examin-

There was so much
testimony, that ceased
to - be estimony
and
ludricious had it not been
so serious and so much contradic
tory evidence that we were left
con-ficti-

be-cae-

more puzzled,

non-puls- ed

ATTENTI

ON

Having taken over the Garage which was formerly known as the Beck Motor

Co., we

ready to serve yoa in our best capacity.
-

are

.

We have received a shipment of new Ford

parts, also, fires and other accessories. : Bring
us your repair work and let us guarantee it.
Our work must be right and our customers
must be satisfied in every particular.
.

Gasoline, Oils and
Greases

Ly-

ceum Course will be at Mosquero
on Friday the '27th. We are reliably informed that this number will be th best one of the
entire course, although it really
seems impossible to improve upon one or two numbers that have
already been given.
But they
says that Dr. Tincher really does
accomplish this seemingly impos
sible feat. His lecture while
being extremely interesting and
instructive is at the same time
so humorous, entertaining and in
teresting and instructive that it
ceases to be a mere lecture and
becomes on entertainment that
chases dull care away, smooths
the wrincles from the troubled
brow and causes his hearers to
enjoy a loud, long and hearty
laugh that lasts from the time
the lecture commences until the
wee small hours of morning
when they sink to sleep with ach
ing sides and snores that are
partly broken up by laughing
and chuckling noises that refuse to be given away to sleep.
Don' fail to hear this number.
Well the celebrated highway
robbery, burglary, robbery with
arms assault with a deadly
weapon, robbery of $30.000.00
worth of intoxicating liquors all
rolled into one gigantic charge
has come to the preliminary ex
amination, died down and still we

ation.

M. D. GIBBS, Prop.

er

te

that we wer before the

The Roy Drug Store

Ki-k-

!

are in about the same attitude

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

after his interests on the day of the robbery, had
assist the dis- gotten lost and at nine o'clock at
trial,
during the
trict attorney and see that no light called at the Stafford home
point was overlooked. Conse- inquiring the road, got Stafford
quently we attended the trial out of bed and established the
and paid strict attention to the impossibility of his having been
msp. The State was represent at the place of the robbery at
ed by Assistant District Attor- the time claimmed by the state.
ney Stringfellow of Raton and ye Kidd proved an alibi by a numdefense ber of men who had been with
The
correspondent.
him at the pool hall at the time
was represented by Attorney
of Raton and former General of the robbery and Rav nrowrf
Askren of Las Vegas. Seven his presence at home. We eb- defendants were placed on. trial. ueve, however, that the evidence
After the presentation of the of the prosecuting witnesses,
states evidence, motion was which was fsomewhat cnnt.mAin.
v w. Mi- mad! to dismiss four of the de tory, the witnesses unable to
fendants as no evidence had been pick the defendants out of tho
that connected them crowd after swearing to their
on the night of the robwith the crime and the district
attorney concurring in the mo- bery, and the failure to properly
tion the ' dismissal was made. identify the defenants did as
Th.) trial then proceeded with much as anything else to liberOscar Kidd. Stafford and Rayar ate them from further costody.
defendants, with a stipulation As we said at the beginning we
that Rav's trial was to be con aon t Know much more about
tinued as regarded his defense this case than before the hearuntil the arrival of Kiker who ing. In tact we don't know as
had been delayed. Stafford and much as we thought that we
Kidd produced eveidence proving knew at that time.
an alibi. Stafford producing
Many people on the verge
two witnesses who living at Pas- - despair have taken TanLip of
amonte had started to the brakes recovered. Fairvipw Phmaw
zina to look

ROY TRADING CO. EIG SALE
TO OPEN SATURDAY MORN.

m

and con

fused than before the trial.
Before this examination we
imagined that we knew something about the case. After the
trial we knew that we didn't
know very much about it. We
had been employed by Mr. Gar--

The Roy Garage
Hoyen

&

Bowman

Proprietors.

ervice
Is the

By-wor-

When your automobile

d

starts balking, then

is the time to bring it to us,

We can fix it
Your tractor should be overhauled for the
next seasons run, bring it to us,

We can fix it
In fact anything in the line of engine work
that you would like to have worked over,

We can fix it

The Service Garage

Roy Harding County, New Mexico, Satúrela", Jáimary, 28, 1922.

The
FOR SALE One Ford truck PUBLIC NOTICE, SCHOOL DIS
TRICT MEETING TO VOTE
1920 model equipped with pneuON THE QUESTION OF IS
matic tires good cab and grain
SUING SCHOOL BUILDbody, has three original tires.
ING BONDS
All in good condition. Truck has
been used but very little. Price
only $500.00. ; Either write me School District No. 4 of Hardjing
County. New Mexico
at Maxwell or call and see truck.
R. C, Mitchell.
. .Public Notice is hereby given
that a special meeting of the legal voters residing in School District No. 4, of Harding County,
C.
New Mexico, has been, pursuant
UNDERTAKER
to law and the action of the Coun
And
ty Board of Education and the
LICENSED EMBALMER
Board of Dirctors of this disFull line of Caskets alwaysq on trict, called for and the same will
hand, also suits and dresses.
be held on Tuesday the 21st., day
Calls answered day or night of February A. D. 1922, at the
Phone No. 58
Solano School House in said District, at which meeting there
Foster Blk. . Roy, N. Mex.

.

F A Ii M E R S

PROBLEMS

How the amis conference affects farmers and what fanners
think of big political moves. The
League of Nations was a step in
the right direction, something
farmers had been longing for. It
was not perfect, but- - there undoubtedly was some good in it,
as some, democrats and some republicans were for it and some
against it, in both congress and
the senate and from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, but the great objection to it was, a political move
y,
oq
0
ipns
paiuiqns
voters the following question:' and the pa:y in power would
have gotten international fame.
"Shall the Qounty Board
So it was thought best by the
of Education in and for the
next party going in" power to
County of Harding, State
denounce the League of Nations
monMexico,
borrow
of New
as all wrong and start someey for the purpose of erect
thing
a little different instead
ing and completing one
of
taking
what good there was in
within
and
for
house
school
League
of Nations and perthe
District No. 4 of the Coun-- .
it.
fecting
ty of Harding, by issuing
)
Mills, N. M.
It is ail thrown away and
the negotiable coupon bonds
Dates at this office.
something new started, fanners
of the District in the aggreonly hope that some good will
gate amount of $25,000.00?"
The ballot box for the recep- come from the arms conference
tion of ballots upon said ques- that will make the world safer.
tion will be opened at the hour of ve can see the poison gas is go
S: o'clock in the forenoon of said ing to be barred tho use oí which
agency
for
Ihave taken the
be allowed in war. If
one of the strongest Fire Insu- day in said place and will be kept wul not

DODDS

I.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

Fire Insurance

rance Companies doing business
in the State and will be glad to
insure your property against
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
I also insure farm property.
I appreciate your patronage.
Roy, N. M.
F.H. Foster,
.

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

Extracted Honey

:

Fo? sale by the case
and in 5 gal. cans

Retailed by all

Leading Grocers
Italian Bees and Queens

Fatjo Apiaries
T.O. Box

Springer, New Mex.

AUCTIONEER
I am a graduate from the
Missouri Auctioneering School.
I will assure you of service
that brings results.
Will be glad to cry your sale
anywhere at any time.
:

Col. B. R. Reeder
Roy, New Mexico.

open and will be closed at the
5 o'clock in the afternoon
of said day. Ballots to be used ii:
said day. Ballots to be used in
voting upon the question will k
furnished by the clerk of the district to the judges of election, tc
be by them furnished to the
voters. Each voter voting at
said meeting shall deposit in
the ballot box a ballot whereor
shall be printed or written the
words "For the Bonds," and. the
words, "Against the Bonds." and
shalll indicate his approval oi
disapproval of the proposition
submitted by placing a (X) oppo
site the group of wor' on ms
ballot which expresses his choice.
No ballot will be received by
the judges of election unless the
person offering the same shall
be a legal voter residing in said
school district.
--The members of the district
school board will act as judges
of said election, and should any
of the judges.be absent at the
opening of the polls, the judges
present will appoint a legal voter
to fill the vacancy.
In Witness Whereof, the County Board of Education through
the directors of said School District No. 4 of the County of
Harding, State of New Mexico,
has caused this notice to be posted as required by law, this 13th.,

hour of

day of January, A. D. 1922.
H. R. Johnson,
.

Clerk.
(School District Seal)

Say! How about that Spring
or summer suit you are going t
order. Come in and let us measure you. We represent one of
the best tailoring houses in the
world.
We can fit a suit for you from
M. Born & Co,s stock at pricey
that will suppiise you. Give us
a trial.
CITY TAILORS
FOR SALE macaroni spring
wheat ; write or see II. Garzina, 7
miles S. W. of Roy.
NOTICE
I must absolutely collect my
cut standing Bills. Those indebted must make settlement- F. S. Brown.

If you want to trade your N.
Farm for a farm in Mo. or
Ark., write or see me.
J. B.Pr j:teij, Mills, N. M.
M.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
o

.

Department of tlia Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton New Mexico.
.

January 13,1922.

NOTICE is herebygiven that
Thomas M. Brown, of Mills Hard
ing Co. N. M. who on September.
9,1919, made Addl. - Homestead
entry, No. 026237 for Lot 4, E'
Sec.
SWij., Sec 19, SE y
21, SW14; Sec, .22, Twp. 21 N.
Rango 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office
at Rov New Mexico, on the 8th.,
day of March 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
O. Arbogast. V. E. Bixby, Adol
fo Montoya, B. F. Misner, all of
Mills, New Mexico.
H. II. ERRETT,
,

Register.

The
nd had been expected tor several
before his death. Death
was caused from pneumonia
which he had contracted the ear
ly part of last week.
Pope Benedict was born in Genoa Italy Nov. 21. 1854 and was
ACETYLENE WELDING AND made Cardinal in 1914 and electDISC ROLLING
ed Pope in September 1914. The
AT THE OLD STAND,
conclave of the College of CarWITH THE LIBERTY
dinals for the election of a new
Pope will, convene in Rome FebGARAGE
ruary on the second day.
6 A. M. Sunday morning.

and

Machine Work,

J, D. Wade,

vt

ference is over. There is nothing that will justify war except
one people trying to enslave another, this has been the cause oí
wars past and unless leaders
come to the point where they can
consider tíie rights of others, we
will still have wars, this is why
the binding together of a fev,
strong nations could insure peace
and we are thinking that the Lea
gue of Nations will finally be
perfected and signed. What the
aimers and common people want
is to see more farmers and busi
ness men that, have been weighed in the balance and have stood
the test to get in the places of
great responsibility-- . instead oi
professional politicials young lawyers and the emensely rick.
There are great men in our nation, plenty of them, I believo
we have our share of great men
nation, and I,, believe that
as
gradually work to. the
will
they
front as we have a new day that
dawned upon us and people, real
people, are going to work as they
never did before, to head off anarchist elements, and all elements that work against law and
good government and ltr the
best people in our land to be put
in places of trust. The people
as a whole look to leader's examples. Moving picture iilms
should be censored by the best
people in the country, so that
the influence on the young
pie and children would make
them better instead of being in
any way degrading or poisenous
to their minds. So lets work for
everything that is upbuilding
and against everything that is
not far good government.
The President of the United
States should be the best man in
the U. S. as well as the smartest.
If ty was possible to get the best
and smartest we firmly believe
he should have a more weighty
and deeper subject than to once4
chink of what kind of English he
is using, the kind he used at
home will satisfy the people.
Just so he will consider all classes with honest unbiased actions
and purposes. We will catch
the meaning, we are afraid that
some of our public men are trying so hard to be popular that
they are going to miss to, they
seem to be as we have heard
the expression "shadow lookers,
trying to look pretty and. appear
pretty.' and think mor about being great, than they do rolling
on their pillows at night trying
to study out the best solution of
a
the problems
crippled people, crippled on account of the limitation of armament and League of Nation not
being in working order years
ago.
,

AND VICINITY

J. A. Howell, manager of tho
Wilson store at Gladstone, and
J. A. Loe were also in Mills
Tuesday on business.
F. R. Rothenberger of near
Chico was in Mills Tuesday with
two loads of wheat.
Anyone wanting chicken coops
made would do well to call on R.
S. Porter who has been busy mak
ing same for the Wilson Co., all
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Belknap
spent Sunday which was their
fifteenth wedding aniversity.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Felton.
Mrs. Felton did honor to the occasion by preparing a fine dinOur Certificates of Deposit are a most satisner such as all Oklahoma wofaction investment for funds now idle but which
men know how to prepare.
hay be needed at any time.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Holcomb
entertained, the men and women
The Certificates pay 4 to 5
. They are alBible Classes last Friday evenways worth 100 i on a dollar. They are readily
ing at their home in honor of
negotiable or can be converted back into cash at
Mr. Holcomb's birthday. Those
any time.
piasent were: Mrs. H. B. Alber-toIf you have funds which are not now earning
Mr.and Mrs. S. T. Ansley,
an income, consider the advantages of these
Mr and Mrs. Otis Arbogast, Mr.
'
cei'tijueates.
and Mrs. E. DL. Bartmess, Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Munsey, Mr. and
Mrs, T. E. Siler, Mrs. L. M.
Nugent, Tommy and Mary
Several interesting games
A GOODBANK FOR EVERYONE.
) fch ackers were indulged in by
the men ( and some of the women
out in spite of all of our efforts
to prevent such a thing, T. E.
Siler carried away the championship. Two kiitds of cake,
cookies, homemade cinamon rolls
and coffee wore served by the
hostess and if anyone wishes to
know whither they were good or
not just-asMyron Arbogast
nirc Ox II. Redd is represen! x
.who airived at the eleventh hour !noa rrvc
and who for a while had cake
SUDDENLY
the Springer Sales and Auto
all over in and around his face.
in Roy this week. Mr. Redd v
The guests departed for their
The news reached us Thursday selling Ford cars and has a num
various homes at a late hour morning that Grandma Haiierty ber of prospective buyers in
wishing Mr. Holcomb many hap- passed away suddenly at 8:30 view. Fords ai'e now cheaper
py returns of the day.
Grandma, as she was known than ever before, and he is makMr. and Mrs. C. F. Leonhard had been sick since Monday noon ing long time terms tó buyers.
and Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Siler .it was not considered dangerous Read their large display ad in
took Sunday dinner with Mr. ily ill. No arrangements had this weeks S. A. Read every
and Mrs. C. E. Munsey.
been made for the funeral as we word of it and if in the market
Metias Medina was trying to go to press. Full obituary will for a new car this spring be sure
catch a horse last Monday morn- appear in next weeks paper.
to see Mr. Redd.
ing when the animal turned and
kicked him on the right limb
The Loyalty Sunday School
just below the knee cap and class
was royally entertained TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
bruised the flesh considerably. Tuesday epening at the home of Having dissolved partnership
The acident occured in front of Mr. and Mrs. W. T, Weatherill. in the firm of Judy and Gibson,
G. W. Reherd's house who took
A delightful time was reported I have purchased the interests of
him in and applied first aid represent
, Forrest Judy and also have taklief and h.e is apparently getting Ccs?
en over all accounts. Those inalong all right.
AND
NOODLE debted to the firm of Judy and
Miss Mable Smith was substi- CIICKEN
Gibson will please call and settle
DINNER
tute teacher Tuesday on account
at once.
. ..
of Mrs. Ray Smith being ill with
-'.
......
P.T.Gibson.
The Methodist Ladies will give
a severe cold.
a big chicken and noodle dinner
Mrs. E. J. Floersheim who has
R: E. Alldredge and J. Floer-shei- next Monday at the Home Bakbeen
point
visiting Wagon Mound relEverybody
make
ery.
a
it
were business visitors in
jas Vegas iast Tuesday and Wed. to take their dinner next Mon- atives the past few weeks
"
home Sunday.
day with the Methodist Ladies.
nesday. '

For A Short
Term
Investment- -

n,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Ans-mes- s.
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j
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320 acre farm for sale. $11
POPE BENEDICT DIES
per acre and terms. 90 acres
broke with house and well, 7
miles from Roy, for the best buy Passes Away At 6 A. M. Sunday.
on the mesa see, R. T. McGlam-er- y
Pnnp Benedict, head of the
Catholic Church died at Rome at

General Blacksmith

poison gas can be barred,

can't submarines, bombs, mines
big guns etc. We hope that it
viii include these before the con-

MILLS

that-confro-

L. W. Fliess was a pleasent
caller on the S. A. Tuesday and
changed the date ahead one year
on his paper. Mr. Fhess is one
of the Mills prosperous farmers.

Proctor, Dewey, Okla.,
reader of the S. A.
this week. A. C. says it is sure
dry in Oklahoma as well as New
Be sure and attend the big Mexico. Mr. Proctor was a forsale at the Roy Trading Company mer homesteader of the Mills
neighborhood.
which starts Saturday.
A.

C.

W0

O

Save Our Store-

-

HELLO! Here we are ?gam after the "dough!"

funds are getting mighty low.
Our creditors are hitting us hard on the back,

"Our

And all because

its MONEY we lack.

Won't you come to the rescue before its too late,
And pay your bills strickly up to date?
We can no longer carry bills past due,
Remember FRIENDS WE FAVORED YOU.

nt

-

is now a new

I

S.E; Paxton
Grocery Company

f he

Spanish-America-

Roy. Harding County, New Mexico, Sato rday, January, 28, 1922.
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TUCUMCARI
JIM WILKES,
CATTLEMAN, IS SHOT AND

THE

KILLED

PRICES

REDUCED

SPANISH-AMERIC-

AN

Published By

Tucumcari, N. M., Jan,
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor
Jim Wilkes, prominent in roedeo Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
contests as a participant and jud
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
ge of events, was shot and killed
Dickey,
W.
J.
Wednesday.
here
f ather-i-a law of Wilkes, in whose Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
shop the- shooting occurred is beAugust 27, 1912.
Registered
ing held pending investigation of
the shooting.
FREE SEEDS
Dickey was seriously wounded ROCKEFELLOW CASH IS DO
ING BIG THINGS FOR
by Wilkes in exchange of shots
Thru the courtesy - of U S.
PEOPLE ALL OVER
it is said by county officers.
Senator
A. A. Jones, the Spanish
WORLD
THE
Wilkes Married Dickey's DaughIt is often said that if al a-- American has a quantity of free
ter.
garden seeds, which will be disWilkes, four years ago married vailable knowledge about the tributed to the farmrs in
this viactually
were
disease
of
causes
Ruby Dickey, a cowgirl reodeo
cinity
by
calling
for
them
at
millions
world
over,
applied
the
contestant and daughter of J. W.
.
be saved every this office.
could
lives
of
Dickey.
Following the marraige of year.
UNEMPLOYED .PARADE IN
Wilkes to his daughter, Dickey Acting on this theory, the Rock
DENVER BROKEN UP BY
using
Foundation
is
divorced his wife and had lived efollow
POLICE
of
millions
dollars
many
and
the
away from his family since that
surarmy
small
of
of
service
a
time. Wilkes is survived by his
geons, hygienists and other skill Denver,' Jan. 21. State rangers
widow and one child.
workers to improve the wor- police and detectives dispersed a
ed
A brother of Jim Wilkes margathering of more than 200 unried a younger daughter of ld's health onditions.
employed men, among whom
great
born
inspiration,
of
This
Dickey's.
,
men, in
fortcne John D. Rockefellow were many
made out of oil and other in- front of the state capítol today.
ATE BANK.
ENCINO
vestments, is one of the most The men had gathered there preLALGK OVERLOANED
valuable of the many agencies paratory to holding a parade
FORCED TOSUSPEND
working for the welfare of hum- through the downtown section.
Members of the crowd emphaankind. But the public pays little
The Encino State Bank of En- attention to it. The public re- tically denied charges that the
cino has suspended, it is announ- tains something of the antipa- demonstration was planned by a
ced by the state banking depart- thy to Mr. Rockefellow, born of "radical organization." The men
g
by poli- disbanded in an orderly manner.
ment, rnd Deputy Examiner D. the old
"It's a fine state of affairs
magazine
over-Iand
writers.
suspension
was
ticians
case of the
In one year, 1920, the Rocke- when a man wanting work and
Henry placed in charge. The
fellow
Foundation did these can't find it is denied the privel-g- e
loans. The bank loans were
of making his wants known."
things to make life longer and
capital and surplus
One of the men stated as he left
healthier:
le rosits $37,000.
Aided six medical schools in the capítol grounds.
Officials of the local post of
Canada.
NTEW
PROHIBITION AGENT
to medical the World War Veterans scored
large
sum
Gave
a
FOR STATE
Colonel Patrick Hamrock. com
raining center in London.
Appropriated a million francs mander oi the rangers, tor his
Sam Bjwman of Ohio Added to for the Queen Elizabeth Founda- - alleged statement that many of
worm war veterans "had nev- Local Force.
tion for Medical research in Bel- -' eUTAulr
i.
1'
SU
ft
J
Washington, Jan. 21 Appoint trium.
kcl wuiiveu in uieir lives.
ment cf Sam Bowman, Ironton,
Agreed to contribute toward
Ohio, rs general Federal prohibí the complete rebuilding of the MRS. W. J. HUTSON PASSES
AWAY AT DES MOINES
tion agent for New Mexico was medical school of the University
annoenced Satcrday by Commis- of Brussels.
IOWA
i
sioner Haynes.
Provided American and EnNews has been received in
glish medican journals or laborRoy
that Mrs. W. II. Hutson pas
11
medical
atory
supplies
for
U. S. SENATE;
sed
away
at Des Moines. Iowa at
in
medical
schools
and
libraries
TOTAL HOUSE MEMBER4:30 A. M. January 18th., after
European
countries.
five
TO
ELECTED
BE
SHIP
Continued to construct and an illness of several days of
THIS YEAR
uaintain in Peking, China, a pneumonia and other complicamodem medical school with a tions. The body was shipped to
Washington, Jan. 16.
That
Redfield, Iowa on the 19th., and
department.
this is "campaign year" is eviGave aid to 31 hospitals in laid to rest in the Redfield Cerne
denced by the actipities of vari- China."
tery. Mrs. Hutson's husband
ous state political committees
Supported the School of Hy- was- killed in a run away at Roy
which are issuing calls for coun giene and Public Health of Johns a few years ago and his body
ty district and state conventions Hopkins University.
is buried in the Roy Cemetery.
apportioning the delegates and
Providede fellowships in pub- One daughter, thetformer Mrs. L
making other neseccary arrange lic health and medical education II. Brock also" is buied in the
ments that are prehmiary to for 90 individuals who represent Roy Cemetery. Mrs. Hutson
every political primary and elec ad 13 different countries.
as a good old lady and has many
tion campaign. Practically evefriends
in Roy that will mourn
of
teaching
Contributed to the
ry state will hold state primar hygiene in the medical schools of her death.
ies or conventions and state elec Sao Paulo, Brazil.
tions this year.
Brought to the United States WESTERN UNION CLOCKS
In addition to state elections commissions of medical teachers
BEING INSTALLED
the entire membership of the and hygieneists from England,
House of Representatives, and Belgium, and Czechoslovakia
Two linemen of the Western Uni33 out of 96 .United States, senaContinued to supporth a cam- on are in Roy this week installtors are to be elected.
paign against yellow fever in ing a number of Western Union
The majority of states hold South and Central America and Lloocks m various business hous
statewide primaries for the nom in west Africa.
es m Roy. The clocks are all
ination of United States senators
Aided government agencies in dandies and will be controlled di
both parties holding their nomi- the control of malaria in ten stat rect trom the Naval Observatorv
nating election on the same day. es of the south.
at Washington, D. C. The clocks
Prosecuted hookworm work will be corrected each hour elecEDITCR SCHULTZ TAKING m the' nine southern states trically and Roy will at least
VACATION
have correct time in the future.
and in 18 foreign countries.
An extra large one has been ink
Helped to expand
l stalled
more
campaigns
in the postoffice and
into
worm
unloaded
the
Editor Schultz
health organizations in which can be easily seen from
office work of the S. A. onto tne
the sidewalk. The Western Union
balance of the force last Satur- counties, states and nations.
Fought tuberculosis in I ranee. has also recently installed a large
day, pat on his Sunday Best
Assists fV.ftp.ímslovackiíi to sieemie sate cabinet in their ofand left on the Polly Sunday
reorganize
its public heaTÉh lab fice which is uite, a help to the
Limwhere he caught the Golden
system.
office.
oratory
ited at Tucumcari and away for
Helped
committees
organize
the big city on the lake. He
will join his wife at Lima, Ohio tol study training of nurses and ROY AND SOLANO EACH
WIN ONE GAME
who is visiting the Oens at that ospital superintendents.
partici
close
to
Brought
a
its
place end after a few days there
The Ladies Basket Ball team
they will return to Chicago and pation in wartime emergency re
tne
and
giving
the Boys Base Ball team
by
for
lief
$1,000,000
visit Mr. Schultz's mother and
journeyed
European
to Solano last Friday
children.
aid
of
SchMr.
sisters and brothers.
in a hard fought game the
ultz expects to be gone about 3 While all these worldwideon acin and
girls basket ball team won over
weeks and if the S. A. is not up tivities were being carried
to the usual standard, just lay his name, and old man was put Solano 9 to 8, but the Roy boys
links and lost to Solano in the base ball
the blame on the balanre of the tering around on a golf
could di game 7 to 4. The weather was
he
wondering
whether
do
to
nothing
force as we have
strongr
tea cold for outdoors games but the
than
anything
gest
Here's
comes.
it
as
take
it
but
supper,
and
his kids and al .those present surely
for
toast
and
hoping you have a great trip
halfway be enjoyed it just the same and all
about
was
public
Frank.
tween respecting him and nat- - are waiting for the return game
ing him for the money he had which will be played at Roy at a
W. L. Kelly received a tele
later date.
made.'
Monday morning stating
had
granddaughter
that his little
died at Texhoma, Okla. Mr,
Kelly left on the noon train for
that place and will spend sever
&.
al wee1 with his son and family
before returning home.'. The lit
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
tie granddaughter's name was
Lois Kelly and was the only
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
daughter of George an dFlorence
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
Kelly and she and her parents
spent several days here last sum- mer. xne many menas oi iur.
Insurance of all kinds.
Kelly sympathize with him is his
Special attention given to examining titles.
bereavement.
Conveyances.
Petro-hi'pMosquero, New Mexico.
Tucumcari
rd
Co, to resume drilling
their test 13 miles' from here.
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Lowest Prices in History of Ford Business
Effective January 16, 1922
Touring

Car-Standar- d-

Touring

Car- -

$348.00

Starter and Demountable Rims

Runabout-Standar-

.

d-

.

$443.00
$319.00

Runabout, Starter and Demount- able Rims $414.00
$285.00
Chassis, Standard
Chassis, Starter and Demountable
Rims $380.00
Coupe, Starter and Demountable
.
Rims $580.00
Sedan, Starter anb Demountable
Rims $645.00
$430.00
Truck, 1 ton Pneumatic tires

$625.00

Tractor

PRICE F. O. B. DETROIT

0;

$27,-00-

IF DESIRED

I

ONE-THIR-

SPRINGER SALES & AUTO
COMPANY

SPRINGER, N. M.

ROY, N. M.

0;

1

.

Only a limited number of cars in stock.
Place your order now
TERMS

much-rakin-

I.

D

pre-medic-

al

-

Dealers

X Authorized
THE UNIVERSAL

Reprsented by 0. H. REDD

'

r!S

CAfc

Salesman

At Roy Garage

.

Hear Dr. TINCHER
Give

his famous lecture

"The Way of the Jolly Man"

We note that an Arkansas
man who killed an editor was
given 99 years in the pen while
another fellow who bumped off a
lawyr was given a term of only
seven years. Prospective murderers will pleas take notice.

AT THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
8 P. 31. January 2Sth.
This is the fourth number of
the Lyceum Course.

Mrs. C. C. Dieghan of Dem-in-g
is visiting her daughter
Francis at the Sisters home this
week.

Tickets on sale at the stores.

Atty. Sadler, a prominent law
yer of Raton was in Roy the
first of the week.

Mr. Automobile
And Tractor Owner
Make it your business to call
on us when in need of repair
work. We at all times carry in
stock, a complete line of
Repair-parts- ,
Greases

and Oils
F. S. Brown Motor Co,
AGENT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILES AND SAM SON TRUCKS.

.

anti-hoo-

ven-era-

.

Mosquero Abstract

Sta-da-

m

.

"ti

Title Co.
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Southwest News

1

From All Over

HUSH SERVICE scoured II
you mention this paper when writing
firm below.
CI.EASISG AND DYKING
íiPIOCIAI,

New Mexico
and Arizona

iSMSu
EXPERT OVERS.

Grand Dry Cleaning
DENVER'S

Film and Photo Goods.
Develop Film, 10c a roll.
Mail orders solicited.
Catalogs mailed free.
Eastman Kodak Agents.
1020 16TH ST,
cad n Oe Denver,
Colorado
rviw

'

""

WARNING!

AHMY GOODS.

Aaderaon Uros. Army and Navy Star
arerruiing id ara toóos and nap equlpBMU
Frw cátalos froa otaren itwe.
163T Arapahoe Hi., Dtnm.
418 N. Union Aft., Pueblo.
I61T Ctpltol Aw., Cheren. Wro.

COFFEE AND SPICES.
Pre-WPrice on Co fíe
(end 11.00 fur
nasi.. Mt- -

j

.

ii

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

ar

Colds

IFICE
THE SPRAY COFFEE
tul Market &U.. DMW, Colt.

lilt

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Toothache

Rheumatism.
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

FLOWERS.
FLOWERS FOR AM. OCCASIONS,
Park Floral Co., 1641 Broadway,
KODAK FINISHING.

Accept only

V7nnAvc
AUinAO
EASTMAN-

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggist.
Aspirin I the trad nark of Bayer Manufacture of MoaeeorUcadaester of galleylloatH

KoOAX

Binir Male

-

Sixteenth

'imsHiHtt. Ta
itvleli CMian.

KODAK COMPANY.

Street, Denver, Colorado.
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES.

Mfg. and Repairing-- .
"ma to. nist.

-

Earache

"Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

SWalBIMUIll,JI

iJJItB

"My beaq he it particular.
About the way Ym dressed,
So Maggie uses Faultlett Starch,
So I cao look my best,"

favors

AND

WEDDING and Birthday Cakes, Dinner
Favors, Beat Chocolates and Bon Bona,
packed to ship anywhere.
Write for
.
prices and circular of
BAUR'S, Mfrsj. of Bet Candle. Denver,
CHIROPRACTIC
H. J, MEREDITH, D. C, 810 Interstate
irusi tsag. Free Consultation.
KODAK SUPPLIES AND FINISHING.
-

suae-estlons-

service, .ueveiopingr, luc. rants, 3c up
Cameras and SuddIírh at har&rAin rtHcAM
SPNSHINE PHOTO. Box 1205W, Denver
AND

NAVY

GOODS

COMPLETE LINE of best Army Goods
at lowest prices. Money back guarantee. Illustrated Catalog on request.
GILBERT'S ARMY
ANO NAVY , STORE,
,

ioioraoo

spring--

Mont,
Colo. llllllna-17th St., Denver, Colo.

102

INFORMATION
Commercial inquiries answered and
Information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
To Build Big Office Building.
Chicago. Announcement
has been
made that' the largest office building
In Chicago is to be erected a mile
north of the business center by the
National "Life Insurance Company,
which will construct a twenty-stor- y
structure north on Michigan boulevard,

Force Reduction on Insurance.
Jefferson City, Mo. A 15 per cent
rate reduction for fire, lightning, hall
and tornado Insurance written by the
154 companies operating In Missouri,
was ordered by Ben C,. Hyde, state In.
surance commissioner.
It was esti
mated here that the reduction would
mean an annual saving to policy holders of $3,500,000.
Montana Bowler to Compete.
Butte, Mont. Bowlers of Montana
will compete in the annual state tour
nament on the Y. M. C. A. alleys here
March 20 to 25, inclusive, according to
an announcement made here by the
executive committee of the state asso
ciation. Mike Sheehan has been appointed to replace J. L. Patterson .as
state secretary of the State Bowling
Association.
File Hanan Will for Probate.
New York. The will of Miss Mil
dred E. Hanan, who was shot and
killed in Brooklyn last September by
Mrs. Grace Lawes, bequeathed her estate, valued at $15,000, to her mother,
Mrs. Ciara M. Hanan, residing at the
Hotel Ambassador.
The testament,
consisting of one short paragraph, was
filed for probate in the Surrogate
Court.
-

Wants Comfort for Girls.
Hanover, N. H. Dartmouth undergraduates like their girls to look good
to the eye, but they are also solicitous
for their comfort and health, Accordingly, In extending invitations to the
college's winter carnival, Feb. 9 to 11,
the Dartmouth Outing Club added a
plea to the young women to provide
themselves with woolen mittens and
socks, high overshoes or boots and
warm tarn o shanters. "We saw you at
the last carnival," the message said,
"Stand in the snow In pumps, silk
stockings and a fur coat. We were
sorry and you did not look as happy
as you tried to. So remember that
there will be snow, that you will have
to stand In it and that it will be cold.
We wish you to look pretty and warm,
not expensive and cold."
Carbuncle

Causes Death.
Clarksburg, Va. Blood poisoning
from a. carbuncle caused the death of
Stephen Q. Jackson, widely-knowlawyer, former trustee of the Thi Alpha
Delta law school fraternity of Yale and
rormer niemoer or tne atiuetic council
of West Virginia University.
n

Condense Vapor From Breath.
Washington1. An apparatus which
Its Inventor, C. W. Arrahurst, said
would transform vapor- from the human breath Into water, was shown to
members of the House merchant marine committee, who were told that
shlpwrlcked sailors never would be

LOOKING

AT

IT PRACTICALLY

A legend is a barefaced lie that has
grown old enough to wear whiskers.

Really There Is Something Worth
While in the Assertion Made
by Little Johnny.

To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or Itching, if any, with Cutlcura OintThe physician was telling little John- ment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
ny's mother about a railroad accident and hot water. Bimse, dry gently and
In which a teamster had both legs dust on a Uttle Cutlcura Talcum to
crushed from the effects of which he leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
died the same day. Little Johnny, Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement
about six years old, stood by, greatly
The Surprise.
Interested In the accident.
"A passel of the neighbors gave
"Thay, doctor," he broke In with
his eyes wide open, "wuth the horth Jurd Lopp a birthday surprise party
tuther night," related a resident of the
hurt?"
doctor,
"I Straddle Ridge, Ark., region.. "Some
"I don't know," said the
was more interested In the man, and how the word sorter punctuated
around to Jurd that they were com.
didn't think of the horse."
"Well, I don't care," Johnny said, Ing, and on the morning of his birth.
taking the doctor's reply as an Im- day he woke up with the grip. He got
plied rebuke, "but a Uve horth 1th worse during the day and by night
he was feeling meaner than thunder
bcttr'n a dead man, anyway."
and plumb hostile. He loaded up his
old shotgun and 'lowed, b'gud, If anyNovel Motion.
The committee had assembled in a body surprised him they'd run their-small country town to discuss whether selves ragged getting away from
the librarian in charge of the. town li- there."
h
"Well, did they
surprise
brary should be retained In office.
Those desirous of getting rid of him him?"
"You bet! They found out how he
used as their argument against him
that he was untidy about himself and felt about it, and didn't come." Kanthe books which he handled. One wom- sas City Star.

and urged that the government adopt
the contrivance.

1021,

Always
Bears the

the total receipts for the year

being $10,000, or $1,500 more than in
the year previous. This Is said to be a
record for the San Juan basin.
Benjamin Kaiser of the Artesia, N.
M., high school, has received an ap
pointment to the Ü. S. Naval Academy
at Annapolis from U. S. Senator A. A.
Jones. The appointment to this gov
ernment institution Includes a
term in one of the greatest schools in
the nation, with clothing, board and a
yearly allowance for other purposes.
At a recent meeting of the city council a movement was started for a new
water and sewer system for Lordsburg,
N. M., the water plant to be municipally
A big program of street Improvement has been made for the coming year and It is the intention of the
council to get the sewer system in before the street work is started If possible.
On motion of W. J. Galbralth, attorney general, the case gf Otto R. Hansen with his wife, May C. Hansen,
against the state of Arizona, to collect
$23,900 damages alleged to have been
sustained by them through floods In
the Gila river, has been transferred
from the Pinal county Superior Court
the the Maricopa county Superior
Court.
Organized BiRle classes lu the Baptist Sunday schools of New Mexico are
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Those who drink tea or coffee are often sufferers from these conditions. Tea and coffee
contain caffeine, a substance which has a decided
6timulant action on the nerves and brain cells.
Each cup of strong coffee contains about as
large a dose of caffeine as your doctor would
ordinarily give to a very sick person.
You can readily see that the effect of giving
this stimulant regularly to a well person might
finally have a tendency to make him sick.

If you want to avoid a very common cause
of irritation and enjoy restful sleep, good digestion,
and all the feeling of vigor and robust endurance
that comes to healthy, normal people, quit tea
and coffee, and drink Pos turn, instead. It is a rich,
coffee-lik- e
cereal beverage perfectly delicious!
Order Postura from your grocer today. Drink
this fragrant, aromatic beverage and see how
much better youH feel able to do more without becoming fatigued as thousands have dis
covered for themselves.
Postum comes in two forma: Instant Postum (In tins)
mad instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
mad by boiling for 20 minutes. Sold by all grocers.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

'

tmc eeerraua company, ncw roan crrr.

C0r,SCOlB34H0L"rJ

crop.

That there is a steady and remuner
ative market for wolf pelts Is the gist
of a letter received by the Chamber of
Commerce of Willcox from an eastern
fur company which Is anxious to buy
Arizona wolf skins. Buyers are clamoring for the skins, the letter says, and
trappers are urged to send their available' wolf pelts even in small lots, as
the demand Is insistent,
The closely contested election held
at Farmington, N. M., on the $55,000
bond Issue for a new school building
In district number five, carried by a
votes.
majority Of thirty-thre- e
Both
sides put up a good fight and in spite
of the Inclement weather nearly every
voter in the district turned out. The
district includes Farmington, Peninsula, Hood and the Sever ranch.
The Arizona industrial Congress, la
a statement, endorsed the plan for a
constitutional convention as a means
of Increasing economy and efficiency
In the state government. The congress,
representing every Industry In Arizona,
urged voters of the state to communicate to Governor Thomas E. Campbell
their views on including a constitution
al convention in the call expected to be
Isvl by him for a special session of
the Legislature.
Capt. Charles Hill, chairman of the
street committee of the town board of
trustees at Las Cruces, N. M., announces that work on a $20,000 javlng
contract will begin about the middle of
February, or as soon as the work now
In process, costing $40,000,
is completed.
The Ruldso country west of Roswell,
N. M., promises to be one of the most
popular summer resorts in the state
during the coming summer and many
new cottages will be built this spring.
Several new cottages will also be erected at Pine Lodge.
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ILUKL9 U GRIPPE " UTO
At the Track.
"Where ' do I cash this winning
ticket?"
"Follow those men."
"Which men?"
"The ones who are smiling." Louisville Courier-Journa- l.

"l

iPtfiif.l

FOREWARNED

Is Forearmed

Safeguard roar Investment!. How much
have you lust by not analyzing your securities 1 Send fi.00 tor one year's subscription Investment Quest lonalre.

NATIONAL SECURITY CO.
Founded 1886
New York

Sinter Building

The woman who weds a bad egg
need not expect to' enjoy the matri,
monial yolk.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

Yeast Vitamon
Complexion Secret

sure-enoug-

No person whose nerves are continually
irritated, whose appetite and digestion are disturbed, or who doesn't sleep well has more than
half his normal chance for success in life. For
weakness, debility, anemia and general lack of
tone are a serious handicap to anybody.

Thirty Years

m

Mo-blle-

'

Many ambitious men and
women live only half a life
and don't know it

Use

..infill ttfmedrlfcf

oft-ne-

arranging for representation at
Ala., Feb. 7, 8 and 9, on the occasion of the first Southwtde convention
of Bible class representatives ever
held, it is announced by the Baptist
headquarters in Albuquerque. The
railroads have granted reduced rates
for the occasion.
Coconino county, Arizona, has filed
a friendly action In the Supreme Court
against Navajo county for the purpose
of determining the boundary line between the two counties. Due to the
uncertainty of the common boundary
line both counties, have suffered while
questions tnvolf ing property rights,
venue of civil and criminal proceedings, legality of elections and the right
of taxation as between counties has
never been satisfactorily determined.
The value of the gold, silver, copper
and lead produced by mines in Arizona
In 1921, according to the estimate of
V. C. Heikes, of the United States Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, was about $26,000,000, a decrease from $114,628,584 In 1920. As
most of the copper smelting plants
an arose and emphatically declared
were closed after March or April the
Completed.
him to be a dirty man, whereupon a
one- second sister on the committee arose
Teacher We borrowed our numer output of copper was less than
1920. No zinc was
of
in
that
third
and said:
als from the Arabs, our calendar from
"But he Is beautiful and clean with- tho Romans, and our banking from the marketed, the output of lead was ab
in."
Can anyone think of any normally reduced, and the output of
Italians.
gold and silver was only half that of
The opposing lady arose and snld, In Other examples?
Willie Willis Our lawnmower from 11K0.
her most parliamentary manner :
That the piñón nut industry is rap
"I move that we turn him inside out the Smiths, our snow shovel from the
Immediately."
Harper's Hagazinc.
Jones' and our baby carriage from the idly coming to the front In New Mex
ico Is shown by a report of the forest
Judge.
Bumps
service recently received In this city.
Apropos.
A
total of over one and a quarter milwlli
provide."
"Where are vou eolne?" "Himtlne."
It is true "the Lord
For what?" "Money. I'm on the He provides the world. Your meth- lion pounds have been harvested during the past season in the three princicent I" Judge.
ods must be your own.
pal districts of the state. In the Car
son country, 376,000 pounds ; Santa Fé,
400,000 pounds, and in the vicinity of
Datil 500,000 pounds, making a grand
total of 1,276,000 pounds for the season's crop. At the present price the
above crop represents a total of over
a quarter of a million dollars for the

short of drinking water if they had
one of the vapor transformers.
Mr.
Arrahurst declarad his Invention was
as necessary on shipboard as Ufe belts,

Genuine Castoria

The city council of Clovis, N. M., has
called a special election for Feb. 14 to
elect the city commissioners for the
new commission form of city govern
ment.
Three commissioners will be
elected at this time.
The postoffice at Farmlngton, N. M.,
broke all records during the year of

six-ye-

All orders promptly
nth at unampa

it.
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ARMY

Mothers Know That

( Welti ro Newipaper Daks Met! lenice. )

KODAKS, CAMERAS

fit

For Infants and Children.

AÜD KODAKS.

CAMERAS

paid.
CO.,

fct Corrida 15IluidDrafe

Banishes Skin Eruptions, Puts on Firm Flesh.
Strengthens the Nerves and Increases Energy.
If you want to quickly clear rout

akin and complexion, put some arm,
healthy flesh on your bones, increase
your nerve (orce and power and look
and (eel 100 per cent, better, simply

try taking two of Mastín' tmy
VITAMON tableta with each meal
and watch resulta. Mastin'e VITAMON Tablets contain highly conaa well
centrated
as the two other still more important
vitaminea (Fat Soluble A and Water
Soluble O and are now being used
by thousands as a tonio restorative
and am axing complexion secret. Pimples, boils and (kin eruptions seem to
vanish like magjo, the complexion becomes fresh and beautiful, the cheek
rosy, the lip red, the eyes bright So
rapid and amaxlng are the resulta
that nieces is absolutely guaranteed
or the trial eost you nothing. The
tource of a glowing, radiant complexion ia from iruide.
You can't
expect external applications to benefit
a eondition due to internal condition.
Get some vitamine into your system I
Be aura to remember the name
You ean get
Martin's
Maatin'a VITAMON Tablet at all
good druggista.
yeast-vitamin-
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Are PoaíÜvely Guaranteed
to Put On Firm Flesh,
Clew the Skin and Increase

YtAST
VITAMINE

AND

i.

Of Wkt Use Are Beautiful Feature II
You Have An Ugly Skin, Flabby Flhv
Hollow Cheek., Or a Scrawny Mackt
Maetln'e VITAMON Tablets Are, Po.U
tlvely Guaranteed To Give You New
Health, Beauty And A More Rounded
Face and Figure, or Money Back.
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THE

BEAUTIFUL
BLACKHEAD
UNHEALTHY V i CLEAR
I VITAMON
SKIN
SKIN

TiASTINSrT
BsgwaaaMa

Vw

TABLET

Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

É

Health tindVMtii
and has brought contentment and happiness to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes and secured prosperity and independence.
g
In the great
sections of the prairie
provinces there ia still to be had on easy term

Fertüa Land at $ 5 to $33 a Acre
1

land similar to that which through many year

baa yielded from 20 to 45 bushel of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and nax also in great
abundance, while raising horaea, cattle, abeep
and hotis is equally profitable. Hundreds of farm-

ers in Western Canada have raised crops in a single
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent market and
(hipping facilities. The climate and soil offer
Inducement for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantage lor

Dairying, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raisins

make a tremendous appeal to in dustrious set.
tiers wishing to improve their circumstances.
ferlUortratarf lü.ratare. lent, deaerlptloa of ftrm
opportunities in M.nitob&, Sukatchawan, Alberta
ana untun i.oiiwnwe, reducen nuiway tetes.
ote, wine
Boom
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We have recently purchased a large stock of merchandise at a very low cost and are going
to hand these prices alone to you.; Besides the Items listed faelow we have some,;.

Children's Glnj
.Pimiituré, Shoes, Silks, Crepes, Voiles, Flaoriél,
311k. D V
Men's Flannel Shirts an Suits
Dresses, Hoá&e;'Aprons5
:

M.

-

W

All oí which:we are' selling at less than the tisnal cost." Lcck'ihe" list' oyer carefully and mail.'
us your order for what you need 'or cciue in and get them. All mail orders will be., sent- C O. D., as this Is
strictly a cash sale. Our stock of these goods h limited, so make cut your order at once and have it filled
v
"":
before we have sold them out.
'

Sale Begins Saturday , anuary 28th,1922
Article '
-

See

these
prices

lb... 20c... 12'zc
lb... 35c. . . .20c
lb... 20c. . .16c

Kuners Goleen Wax Beans

2

Heinz Baked Beans
Heinz Baked Beans
Starlight Tomatoes
Pinnacle Peas
V. C Spaghetti
V. C. Chicken Soup
Map Salmon

3
2

Curtis Tuna Fish
Skinners Macaroni
Skinners Egg Noodle

3 12 oz.

.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

2 12

N

z

?

Usual Reduced
Price
Price

Size

.

7oz...

7oz.

. .

17'ic. .15c

23c.
,20c.

. .

..
15c...

35c.
20c.

. .

10c.

.

10c.

. .

.

.

.132c
8

.

5oz... 10c...

Del Monte Green Chili
Del Monte Sliced Pineapple
Del Monte Grated Pineapple
Del Monte Apricots
Colton Muscat Crepes
Colton Black Cherries
Colton Apricots
Colton Pears

.17c
.15c
.12c
,25c
l--

81-3- e

.

72c

lb. .. 35c. A .25c
2 lb. 35c... .28c

2

a XL lh
VI
ni

40c... .32c

lb. 30c... .20c
lb. 30c... .20c
2Vi lb. 30c. . . .22c
VI

33c.

I

Article
Sun Kist Loganberries
Red Dart Dried Peaches
F;.ncy Evaporated Chili

1

Knox Gelatine
M illins Food
Mariposa Syrup
'
Blue Karo Syrup
Blue Karo Jackets
Red Karo Jackets
Liberty Wash Powders
Bon, Ami Cake
Old Dutch Cleanser
Clirolinated Lime
Rising Sun Stove Polish
Goblin Soap
Dr. Prices Baking Powder
Shillings Baking Powder
Shillings Baking Powder

usual Reduced

Price Price

Size
2

H

lb.
lb!

..26c

.35c.

.20c. ..15c

..30c

.45c.

.25c.

.15c
.35c
.10c... 7c
.10c... 7c
.

.50c
V2
Vz

,

$
$

1.25
1.35

15c... 12c
15c... 11c
9c
15c. "..11c
15c. ..12c
15c

Can you

beat
them?

.. 22c

lb..$ 1.50... $1.15
22 lb..$ 1.45.. .$ 75
12 oz
50c. ..25c

.. .28c

S
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I Personal Mention
ániiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiira
Mr. Henry Stone made a busiLaska Gray is pisiting friends
ness trip to Rosebud last week and making a business trip to
in the inDk'est of the Bank of Denver this week.
Roy.
"Cipriano. Lujan and son
were business visitors in
Frank
Fred Young left for Iowa last
Sunday where he was called on Roy from Sabinoso the latter
V
account of the serious illness of part of last week.
his mother.
A. N. Hanson and wife of
Raton are visiting at the J. Floer
Mr.
The public schools were dis- sheim home this week.
missed last Tuesday on account Hanson reports everything very
of the death of Miss Hazel White quiet at Raton.
one of the High School rpils-- .
Al Davenport called on the S.
A. Monday and ordered the S. A.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Henry are
1922. We knew Al couldn't
at Wagon Mound and Levy this for
keep
house without the Old Reweek on business and enjoying
liable Paper in it."
a vacation.
R. P. Shaya arrived in Roy
Monday from Duran and will
spend several weeks here looking
after business interests before

returning to Duran.

Miss Louise Kennedy arrived
in Roy from Cheyenne, Wyo.
where she has been visiting her
aunt the past several .weeks.
Louise says there is no place like
Roy, good old Roy.

Assessor J. M. DeBaca of Mosquero was in Roy Friday enroute
to Mills on business. He reports
that he will begin the assessment
of Harding County within a few

County Treasurer, PaVks was
in Roy Friday enroute to Mosquero. Mr. Parks tells us that
the Tax Rolls for 1921 will be
completed in a few days and that
he will then be ready to accept

.

days.

..,

....,.

James Christman is spoiling a
fine new Dodge Car which he recently purchased from the White
Garage at Las Veyas. Jim says
he las worn out and finished up
enough second hand cars and decided he was entitled to a bran
Splintering new one like the rest
of 'em.

the 1921 taxes.
We forgot the interesting news

that Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Sala-mo-

n

are the proud parents of a

fine boy

that came to their home

the 8th. Frank is rather bashful
and forgot to tell us until he saw
that it was not in the S. A. so
even tho a little late we are tell
ing it to oar readers.

E. J. II. Roy is at Nolan this How do you like the cold weathMr. Hawkins of the Gladstone
Martin White of Mills neighnieghborhood was trading with
borhood was in Roy trading with week surveying the Nolan school er of the past few days?
District.
our hustling merchants.
the hustling merchants nf Tinv
(Saturday.
Elmer Scott who has been
Wn Hooper made the date on working in Oklahoma for the
Attorney Askren of Las Vegas
Mr. and Mrs. Gibons and Mr.
was in Roy on legal business his peper read to the end of past several months, was called
and
1922
Mrs. T. E. Mi tchell spent the
week.
this
home
Saturday
on
account
of
last Thursday and Friday.
the death of his brothe Lloyd. latter part of last week at the
Irvin Odgen home.
Our readers have missed the
II. A. Kiker a prominent Attor
past
two weeks,
Shirley Nutter who has been
ney of Raton was in Roy and Mills items the.
the County Seat several days but we are assured they will con in Dawson the past several week Jack Smith and family of south
last week on business connected tinue uninterrupted commencing returned home last Friday. Miss of hown are enjoying a visit
Nutter is in the insurance busi- from Mr. Smth's mother and
with the hearing of the booze this week.
ness
and reports excellent suc- brother of Kentucky.
cases.
'
R. II. Bentley drove over to cess in her work.
T. E. Mitchell who has been
tlie eastern part of the county-lasMr. Northcutt of Route "A"
M jnday, on business for the
Mrs.T. E. Vaught of Route A attending the Stock show at Den
Mills is a new reader of the S. Bank of Roy of which he is is a new reader of the S. A. Mrs. ver returned home Saturday. He
A.this w eek. Mr. Northcutt 'is cashier.
Vaught has purchased the Ab. reports that his daughter has
a new arrival on the mesa and
Woodard farm and wants the been quite ill the past week.
comes from good. old Missouri.
Makquias Baca was up from home paper to get acquainted
Mrs. Joe Woodard who has
the County Seat last Friday and with the doings of the mesa.
been at deaths door for the past
Sheriff Spivey came to Roy tells wí that the County Seat is
l
days is reported out of
Sunday and took J. IL Riblett growir.g nicely and that several
A. S. Hoskins and wife arriv sevex-adanger
and on the road to re
to Raton where he was placed in new buildings will be constructed ed in Roy Sunday noon from
jaij to wait the action of the this spring.
Dawsori where they have been covery, under the special care of
grand jury as he was unable to
the past several weeks visiting ur. riumiee.
give bond for the burning of the
Mrs. Ortiz who has been" visit- with their son Ben" and family.
Roy school house.
Miss Helen Rov. until recently
ing at the Alberto P. Branch We understand that Mr. Hoskins
liome the past few weeks return- is figuring on building himself head nurse at the Pnumlee Tins- hital, has located permamently in
James Christman returned the ed to her home near Santa Fe a nice home in Roy.
Los Angeles, California, and has
.
last of the week from El Faso ast Sunday.
ordered
her copy of the S. A.
and Old Mexico points where he
R. W. Mitchell and son Joe F.
The S.'Á. has just completed has purchased the large cattle sent to that address
has been the past ween looking
over some mining propositions. the printing of over 15,000 tax ranch of the Paxtons which lies
Jim said h had som real
with receipts for the Harding Coun- about 14 miles east of town. In
J. R. Aguilar has purchased
foam on it while in Old Mexico. ty Treasury. There are 53 books the deal the' Mitchells also got a the store of Claud L. Wensell
and they weigh over 200 lb.
big drove of cattle. This makes Co., and will take immediate
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Mills of
the Mitchells on of the bigest charge. Mr. Aguilar will enlarge
Hugh Clary. Federal apprais- land owners of the County and the stock and expects to make
south of Solano are the proud
parents of a fine little son which er for the Wichita Bank com- owner of one of the finest ran it one of the largest storfes in
this county.
came to their home la"st Friday pleted his work here Saturday ches around Roy.
Vegas,
20ih.
reports
and
Self
Las
a
Dr.
the
where
left for
that
Mr. and Mrs.W. A. Chambers
M. R. James, recently appointmother and babe are doing nice- new loan Association has been
ly. Jack was able to get' to organized.
of east of town are the proud ed agent at Mills was bumped
town Monday and is wearing the
parents of another fine daugh- off the asingment the first of
smile that shows satisfaction.
Don't forget to attend the big ter which came to their home the week by D. A. Saunders, for
firjmrlnn urA ClrartAma Tinrfnn sale that opens at the Roy Trad- last Monday morning. Dr. Self mer trick dispatcher at Carrizozo
- tíii g
n
says ing Co.. Store Saturday (Tomor- imports mother and babe doing and holding more seniority than
auuJ uranuma
he is ona of the best ever row morning). The sale is a nicely and that Mr. Chambers James. He has been working a
and will probably be one of the wonder and bargains, well the will soon be able to be in town trick in C. A. office at Tiwum-ea- ri
best ever offered in Roy.
future statesmen of N. M.
with the water vagon.
this wo jk. t
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